
Enhance Critical  
Digital Literacy Skills
The right edtech can boost student reflection  
and engagement, and improve learning outcomes

The Right Tools at the Right Time 
As schools increasingly look to empower digital literacy and inclusion, 

it’s important to equip students with appropriate technology tools that 
highlight their skills, not hinder their capabilities.

M325S WIRELESS 
MOUSE
910-006825 (Black) 
*Also comes in a variety of colors

A mouse that provides a robust 
wireless connection over a 32ft 
(10m) range, plus easy scrolling 
and smooth cursor control to help 
students maintain engagement 
and productivity.

SIGNATURE M650
910-006250  
(Graphite Signature M650)
910-006231  
(Graphite Signature M650 L)
910-006234  
(Graphite Signature M650 L LEFT)
*Also comes in a variety of colors

The M650 helps students work 
quickly, efficiently, and quietly thanks 
to SmartWheel scrolling that delivers 
precision and speed. This advanced 
mouse is available for small-to-large 
hands and left-handed users. 

MK270 WIRELESS 
KEYBOARD & MOUSE 
COMBO 
920-004536
Designed for both left- and 
right-handed students, this small 
footprint keyboard and mouse 
combo helps students navigate 
their lessons with ease. 

RUGGED COMBO 4 
KEYBOARD CASES  
FOR IPAD®

920-011133 (Rugged combo 4)
920-011130 (Rugged Combo 4 Touch)
Keep students focused on their work 
with pry-resistant, silent keys and a 
high-precision trackpad for greater 
control and flexibility over more 
complex individual work and tasks. 

INPUT DEVICES THAT PUT STUDENTS IN CONTROL

Boost student productivity with intuitive navigation and typing tools that help them deliver better and 
more accurate work. A mouse and keyboard also caters learning to students’ physical abilities, allowing 

them to navigate confidently through multiple apps or forms of content tools with precision.
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H111 STEREO 
HEADSET FOR 
EDUCATION 
981-000999
With full stereo sound and 
compatibility with almost all 
platforms and operating systems, 
the H111 Headset for Education 
ensures students can focus on the 
task and content at hand. 

ZONE LEARN WIRED 
HEADSET 
981-001372 (3.5 mm AUX, On-ear)
981-001389 (3.5 mm AUX, Over-ear)
981-001367 (USB-C, On-ear)
981-001383 (USB-C, Over-ear)
With a comfortable, micro-
adjustable fit, swappable ear pads, 
and drivers tuned for vocal clarity 
and educational applications, Zone 
Learn is built for sustained focus and 
long-term use. 

AUDIO TUNED FOR LEARNING

Headsets are crucial for maintaining student focus and blocking out distractions, especially 
during independent comprehension exercises, as well as oral and reading activities.

LOGITECH PEN 
914-000065
A comfortable, fast-charging, 
USI-compatible Chromebook stylus 
with non-slip grip and a smart tip 
that adjusts line weight with tilt 
to help students write and draw 
naturally and confidently.

LOGITECH CRAYON 
FOR EDUCATION
914-000078 (USB-C)
914-000031 (Lightning)
A quick-charging digital pencil for 
iPads with Apple Pencil technology 
and palm rejection technology that 
support developing learners and 
hundreds of apps.

PRECISE TOOLS FOR HANDWRITING SKILLS

The right tools to build handwriting skills and provide students with more 
ways to process, organize, and remember information. Logitech Pen and 

Crayon allow students to write and draw naturally and clearly with precision. 


